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F] ELDS AND HEAT FLUXES IN ELECTRIC THRUSTERS
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Abstract

A numerical and experimental investigation method of temperature fields and heat
fluxes in electric thrusters are developed in the offered article. The basic equations of heat
conduction theory is given in view of design features of truster and its operational
conditions. The method of definition of unknown thermal flow, transmitted to the thruster
by plasma is offered as an alternative to solving the corresponding inverse heat conduction
problem. The features of numerical realization of the finite element method with reference
to cases of heat transfer by radiation are presented.

Introduction

The creation of new types of electric thrusters (ET's) possessing uprated operating
characteristics, as well as the perfection of already existing types of motors requires the
detailed study of temperature fields and heat fluxes in their elements. This information is
used for grounded of choosing structural materials and general-arrangement diagrams of
the thruster and also can be the criterion of valuation of the concepts, prescribed in bases of
thruster created.The achievement of high accuracy of results of numerical simulation of
temperature fields in ET's is complicated due to the thruster design peculiarities and its
operational conditions. The number of constructive features should be attributed.to plenty
of elements of the thruster. They possess variation thermophysical characteristics and plenty
of contact surfaces which have not got the definite heat-thrunsfer coefficient. The use of
constructive materials, which have the essential non-linear temperature dependences of
thermophysical characteristics in interesting temperature range leads to nonlinearity of the
heat conduction equation. The magnetic system coils are thermally-anisotropic medium
with volume heat sources inside them. The discrepancy of calculated values of components
of tensor of the heat conduction coefficient in the magnetic system coils to their actual
values can cause the additional errors in the results of the temperature fields account for
ET's. It is determined by the technology of winding and assembly of coils. On conditions of
operation, the heat trasfer between ETs and environment is executed, mainly, by radiation.
The radiative flows of warm make an essential share in the heat transfer between the
elements of the thruster itself too. Therefore, the knowledge of radiation characteristics of
the thruster's surfaces has the important meaning for the receipt of the account's correct
results. The characteristics of the thruster's surfaces have different significances even within
of the same thruster's element and can be changed during the operation. We must also nitice
that alongside with the non-linearity of the heat conduction equation mantiloned above, the
presence of the heat trasfer by radiation brings the strong non-linearity in the boundary
conditions too.

During rig tests, the thruster is heated up due to effect of two heat sources: plasma and
ET's magnetic system coils. When operrating, the thruster is affected by heat flux coming
from the sun. The flux's value is determined by the orientation of the spacecraft (SC)
relatively the sun, temperature of the spacecraft's walls, the place of installation of ET's and
its orientation relatively SC. When operating this value can be changed over the wide range
and form the non-stationary temperature fields in ET's even with the dead engine.
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We note that the determination of intensity of the thermal sources, mentioned above,
with accurancy, which is necessary for furter accounts, can be executed only for the
magnetic system coils of ET's. The quantity of joule heat releases in coils can be determined
by the results of the measurement of electrical resistance of coils and voltage applied to them
as the function of some average temperature of coils. The flow of solar energy, influencing
the thruster, can be determined with good accurancy only in the case of the direct effect of
solar energy on ET's. The determination of flux's value reflected from SC is connected with
some difficulties mentioned above and it represents the independent task for each concrete
geometrical configuration of SC-ETs. The main heat source is plasma. Determination of
heat fluxes coming from thruster plasma on the basis of present understanding of plasma
physics is rather difficult, as the processes occuring in plasma are not investigated
comprehensively enough. That is why this heat source is considered as unknown in thefuther work. This circumstance leads to fact that the problem of thermal processes in ET's is
reduced to the necessity of solution of non-linear inverce heat conduction problem inanisotropic medium in the presence of volumetric heat and radiation sources.

Many researchers, beginning from the first works of the academician Tikhonov A. N.[11 then his followers [2 - 4] and many others developed methods of solution of inverceproblems of mathematical physics. The typical feature of inverce problems is theirincorrection in the sense that their solutions are unstable on altitude to small disturbances ofinitial data. In other words, extremely small changes of initial data can lead to extremely
large changes of solution inverce problem.

The initial data of inverce problem of heat trasfer theory include the experimental
significances of temperature measured in some points of studied structure.

As any measurement of physical values contain some error, then incorrection ofinverce problem leads to the fact that this task has not got a single solution on practice.
Thereof, the results of solution of incorrect tasks, usually have got the low accuracy, andfrequently have not got a reasonable physical interpretation at all. The present work offersthe other approach to the determination of thermal flux, transmitted to the thruster byplasma. It is based on numerical solution of the direct heat conduction problem by the finiteelement method (FEM) with use of boundary conditions of the first sort, determined bythermovision method in speciall experiment during rig tests in the vacuum chamber. Themain accent is made on the methodic part of the investigation due to the complicated of theproblem and limits of this aticle.

The statement of direct task

Accounting the above mentioned dependences of thermophysical characteristics ofmaterials and heat transfer conditions in ETs, the heat trasfer equation for the studied areaD, in interval of time D, must be written as the following:

,(xT) - T + , = 0,ax J kaXk) -, (1)
x, ED, t ED,

where tensor of heat conduction coefficients X, represents anisotropy of heat conduction of
magnetic system coils and is function of coordinates x, and temperature T, density ofmaterial p depends on the coordinates x,, and heat capacity c, depends on x, and T. The
value Q, is volumetric heat release in magnetic system coils in ETs.
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I Dependences X,,(x.), p(x,), Cp(Xm) from coordinates x, represent the presence of
various materials, using in the thruster. These dependences are known cutting functions
with breakages on the border of two materials.

Dependences X.j = Xj,(T) and Cp = c (T) for each material are also known and
submitted further by continious linear functions. It is required the task of temperature fields
for the solution of nonstationary tasks of heat transfer theory T = To (x,) in studied area, in
some moment of time t = to , which, ussually, accepted for the beginning of readout, i.e.
consider to=0. Then the proper initial condition must be written as follows:

ST(x,,O)=To(x,),x , D,te D,. (2)

During the rig tests and during the work of the thruster in real operational conditions
the mechanisms of transmission of the heat by the radiation, heat conduction, as well as
bombardment of the discharge chamber's walls and anode by particles of plasma are
physicaly realized. Besides, the direct and reflected flow of solar energy can influence on the
thruster. The temperature in some points of the surface of ETs can be measured during rig
tests. Therefore the boundary conditions of given tasks must be written as follows:

I T(x,,t) = T(x,,t),x S,, tE D,; (3)
8T

ax, (4)
x,, Sp, Su S.,,, t E D,.

3 The equation (3) represents the boundary condition of the first sort i.e. the tempera-
ture T(x),t), given on the part of the body's surface S, for each moment of time

t {0+ D,}.
The equation (4) defines the thermal flow through the surface of calculated area D,

made from segments: S, - on which the plasma influences, S, - with given radiant heat
transfer, S,., - on which the flow of solar energy drops.

The equation of heat conduction (1) together with extremes conditions (2) - (4) is the
total formulation on the direct task of non-stationary heat condition in area D, made from
diverse including anisotropic materials, which thermophysical characteristics are depended* on the temperature. Thus heat transfer between separate elements of calculated area D is
executed by heat conduction and radiation. The volumetric heat sources can act within the
separate elements of area D. The surface S in the area D perceives heat fluxes both from
plasma and the sun.

The method of determination of flow qp

If the boundary conditions of the task, written in equations (2) - (4), are known, then
the heat conduction equation (1) has the unique solution. In ourcase, however, the main
part of thermal flow is following term q,(x,,t) of equation (4) is unknown and must be
determined together with temperature field T(x., t), x, e D, t e D,.

The preliminary study of wear of the discharge chamber's walls, external and internal
poles of magnetic system and study of change of blackness degree on the ETs surfaces
allows to determine the position and value of the surface S,p, through which the heat flux q,,
is conducted. The following step consists in experimental determination of temperature in
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points of surface SP,, which can be executed by thermovision method. The close technique
of measurement and received results are submitted in [5]. These results permit to change the
formulation of boundary conditions in tasks (1) - (4) as follows. The equation (3) will be
written:

T(x,,t) = T,<x, t), x, E ST, t D,, S; = ST u S,., (5)

where T,' - the given values of temperature in points of extended surface ST, including the
surface S, from condition (3) and surface SP, from condition (4). Then boundary condition
(4) is will be written as follows:

nl, x + q, ( ,, t)+ q, (xt) = Ox, x e S,. u , (6)

where the unknown term q, is excluded.
Now the auxiliary heat conduction task (1), (2), (5), (6) is completely determined and

has the unique solution, conterminous with decision of task (1) - (4). Assume, that the value
qp, does not depend on the temperature field of thruster and remains constant both in
process of heat up of thruster and after output on stationary temperature regime. Then for
determination of flow q, we can the use statiofiary solution of task (1), (2), (5), (6). In
stationary conditions of thruster work, the flow qP, partially disperenses from surface Sp, in
environment by radiation and partially removed from S,, by heat conduction into
appropriate elements of the thruster and disperses through its other surfaces. That is why,
we can write the following heat balance equation for the surface SP,:

q, (x,) = q, (xj) + qx (x,), x, ESp,. (7)

Here q, (x), q, (xj) - the densities of thermal flows, which are taken aside from the
elementary surface dS,, (x.) by radiation and heat condaction correspondingly. Now these
values can be calculated on the base of received solution of the heat conduction problem (1),
(2), (5), (6).

The integral values of flows Q,, Q, taken aside from the surface S,, are determined by
the expressions:

O, =a f(T^ - T)S; (8)

s T" njdS (9) I
in which c~o = 5.67 10-8 BT /M 2 K4 is constant Stephan-Boltsman's, T - temperature in
points of the surface S,,, T - the temperature of environment , e - degree of surface
blackness S,,, A. - heat conduction coefficient, n, - unity normal vector to surface SP .
The integral heat flow, which is transferd to the thruster's walls by plasma is determined as
the sum of the values defined by expressions (8) and (9)

p, = .+ Q. (10)
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Numerical realization

The finite element method [7] is used for the solution of the heat conduction task (1) -
(4) and (1), (2), (5), (6). The use of Galerkin's method and the system of basis functions N of
the finite element method to the equation (1) gives the system of ordinary differential
equations of the kind [8]:

[C]t + [A]{T}+{O}= , (11)

where [C] = pcNN,,dv - heat capacity matrix;
D

[A] = Jk aN , - dv - heat conduction matrix;
[ D axk ax
D k j

{O} = jQ,N,dv + qNdS- heat load vector.
D S

The integral on area D in expression for {O} represents the action of heat sources
distributed in volume. It is used for simulation ofjouil heat in the magnetic system coils, and
the designation is entered in integral on the surface S:

q =Jk tmN- n(I,axk

which represents the termal flow through surface S of area D. The thermal flow q can be
brougth to surface S from environment by various ways, that is reflected in boundary
conditions (4) or (6). With account (6) the final expression for vector {Ois:

{O} = ONdv + q,,N,dS+ Iq,NdS, (12)
o s s.
D S0 S.

As the calculation of the first two integrals of expression (12) is executed with use ofstandard procedures of integration, accepted in FEM [7], we will stay only on calculation of
radiant heat flows, submitted by the last term of equation (12). As the determined value q,,
from the equation (7) is accepted as constant, we'll study only the case of stationary heattransfer in the thruster. For the calculation of value q , ,previously we'll separate the surface
S, into two parts S,, and S,2 so, that S, = S,, uS,,. Suppose, that the radiant heat transfer
between ET's and environment realizes through surface S,,, and the radiant heat transfer
between separate elements of ET's realizes through surface S,2. Then, designating the last
term of right part (12) as {Q}) write:

{Q} = jq,.NdS+ fq,NdS. (13)
5" s.,

The first term of right side (13) can be determined as

SqNmdS = c o J(Tr - T)N,.dS = o I'( -T, )N.dS,
s,, s, s.,



where e' = e(T + T7)(T2 + T,2). Writing the last intgral of this equality as the sum of two
terms and replacing the temperature Tof the surface S,, by its finite-element approximation
T = NT m we receive:

{Q}, = [A]{T} + {Q}, + jqNdS, (14)

The first term of right part (14) is the product of matrix [A], and the vector of
unknown node temperatures. This results has the important significance in followong sense.
The equation (11) in stationary case has the single decision only at availability of given
boundary conditions of first sort, submitted by equations (3) or (5). Otherwise the matrix [A]
of equation (11) remains peculiar. On the other hand, physically clearly, that the heat
condition task has the single decision and in that case, when only the conditions of radiation
heat transfer are given on the border of area D.

The representation {Q}, in kind (14) leads to the fact that after substitution (14) in
(12), and then (12) in (11), the peculiar matrix [A] of equation (11) is replaced by sum of
matrixes [A] and [A] from (14). The equation (11) for stationary case is become the
following:

[A] {T}+{} =0,

where [A] = [A] + [A], - non-peculiar matrix. Further we'll calculate of the second integral
of equation (13).

Taking that the surfaces of the thruster are grey, and the radiation from such surface isdiffusive, we'll receive, that the flow of resulting radiation q,, in second integral (13) is
determined by expression [9]

q = q9ef - qfau, (15)

where q, - the flow of effective radiation of surface equal to the sum of its radiation of the
surface and reflected flow:

qL = aET'4 + pq. (16)

Here p - the coefficient of the surface's reflection equal p=l-e, e - the degree of thesurface's blackness, q,, - the thermal flow, coming to this surface from the other surfaces ofthe thruster. Excepting from (15), (16) the value of falling radiation qwe'll get for q, the
expression

q, = (T' - q.)' (17)

For the determination of value q, according this formula, it is necessary first of all todetermine the flow of effective radiation on this surface q,. For this purpose we'll write the
equation (16) for each element of the thruster's surfaces

S= , - ( - (18)



in which the value q,, - the summary flow, dropping on the element of surface from all the
other elements of the thruster's surface, radiating on i. Therefore q,' can be written as

N

q'/ = f qjer s,-s, 

where (ps,-s - the angular coefficient, reflecting the part of thermal flow, which comes from
the surface 5,, and falls on the surface S, . Substitution (19) in (18) and transformation (18)
gives the system linear algebraic equations for the elements of the thruster's surface
concerning the unknown values q',, which can be written as follows:

A,jq,, = , , (20)

where A, the square matrix of following kind of coefficient:

I o -(1- ,)9s-s,
A, , (21)

and vector-column 0, is calculated as

QO, 4 = o . (22)

For example, the solving of system (21) by Gauss method allows to determine the
unknown values q', for each element of the thruster's surface. That the equation (17) can be
used for determination q, also for each element of ETs surface. Now it is possible to write
the general algorithm of solving of auxiliary task (1), (2), (5), (6) for stationary case, which is
in iterative search of temperature field T in ETs by sequential solving of two following
systems of algebric equations:

A,,q:, = 0, ; (23)

[A] {T}+{ Q} =0. (24)

3 It is necessary to set the first proximity of the thruster's temperature field on the first
iteration for the dicision of equation (23). We can use as criterion of convergence of iterative
process (23) (24) the following expression

I T} - I{Tl, 5, (25)

in which 8 - the maximal deviation of temperature in two adjacent iterations. So the recieved
decision of auxiliary task allows to determine the distribution of value q,, on surface S,
and to use this result for subsequent simulation of the thruster's temperature fields of motor
in real conditions of operation ET's.

Conclusion

The characteristic constructive features and features of heat transfer processes in ET's
are presented in this article. In view of these features the formulation of task of the heatconduction theory is executed. It is shown, that for research of thermal processes in ETs, we
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have got to determine the thermal flow, transmitted to ETs elements by plasma, i. e. to
decide the incorrect inverce heat conduction problem. For determination of this heat flow,
the alternate approach is offered. It is the solution of direct heat conduction stationary
problem with the use of the boundary conditions of the first sort, determined in special
experiment by thermovision method.

The pack of programs for numerical solving of given tasks by the finite element
method is worked out. It is the further development of pack [6]. The pack of the service
programs is worked out. It allows to automate the process of preparation of initial
information and treatment of the results in maximal degree. The results of series of model
tasks, showing high accuracy and efficiency of offerred approaches are received.
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